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DESCRIPTION

Waist belt in different (black) 
color for better orientation 
when putting on the harness.

ROPEDANCER II Fully adjustable full body harness with various 
attachment points intended for rope courses 
and adventure parks.

Front and rear attachment point.

Color front lower attachment 
textile point for rappelling and 
belaying.

Easy to put on and off, easy to 
adjust, thanks to five double 
buckles and one SPEED buckle.

KEY FEATURES

1195 g 
(vel. S/M/L)

EN 12277

TECHNICAL DATAMATERIALS

warranty

2
YEARS

Can be equipped with 
HARNESS PADDING.

55 % PES

12 % steel
6 % light alloy
2 % polyethylene

25 % PAD

Easy-Lock
1

2

3

SPEED
1

2

3

1 2 3

5 kg

max. 5 kg

connector 
triplelock

connector 
triplelock

= Type A

= Type C

EN 12277

Max. rated load 
MRL = 150 kg

Different color of the rear 
triangle for each size.
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Two gear loops with a bearing 
capacity of 5 kg.

waist belt in different color

textile belay loop
front and rear attachment 
points

FEATURESSTANDARDS
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COMPARISON

ROPEDNACER VS. BODY II

textile belay loop for rappelling and belaying
not certified according EN 361 for fall arrest

waist belt in different color

BODY II

C
C [cm]
C [ft]
m [g]

125–155
4.1–5
1150

XS
150–185

4.9–6
1195

S/M/L
180–210
5.9–6.9

1275

XL/XXL

MAINTENANCE

30 °C 30 °C
UV

drying beware of
salt

beware of
UV

beware of
chemicals

SIZE

RELATED PRODUCTS

COMPLETE
C0710

UNI

TARZAN ECONOMIC
W0059BR

TARZAN
W0050BR
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SIZE XS–S; M–XL SIZE S; UNI

Lifetime of this product depends on the frequency 
and the environment (salt, sand, moisture, chemi-
cals, etc.) in which is used. Without taking wear or 
mechanical damage into account and in complian-
ce with the conditions specified in the instructions 
for use this product may be used 15 years from the 
date of production and 10 years from the date of the 
first use.
However mechanical damage can occur during the 
first use, which can limit the lifetime of this products 
only to its first use.

washing read
instructions
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